Know what
to order for
the next
round
A Guide for finding the
right style of beer for you

Fruit
Most fruit beers are ales, but do not carry an ale
character. Malt flavor is not dominant and there is
low bitterness level to the beer in order to allow
the fruit flavor to come through.
Indian Pale Ale
The hoppier version of a pale ale
Light
Extremely light in color, mild in flavor, fewer
calories, and lower alcohol content.
Pale
Pale ale has a fruity, copper-colored style.

Amber
Amber beers are full bodied malt aromas with
hints of caramel. These beers can be either lagers
or ales.
Blonde
Blonde ales are very pale in color and tend to be
crisps, dry and clear, with low-to-medium
bitterness and aroma from hops and some
sweetness from malt.
Brown
Dark amber or brown in color, brown ale have
evidence of caramel and chocolate flavors and
may have a slight citrus accent or be strong,
malty or nutty, depending on the area of brewing.
Cream
A mild, sweetish, gold style of beer
Dark
Dark ale is a British type beer, combining hops,
yeast, and a blend of malts. It is a medium
chestnut brown color, with a delicate fruity smell
and robust, malty character.

Pilsner
Made with neutral and hard water. Tend to be
golden, in color with dry, crisps, and somewhat
bitter flavor.
Red
They are moderate to heavy in flavor and contain
hints of caramel that is offset by the hop
characteristics.
Sour
Sour beer is intentionally acidic, tart, and sour in
taste.
Wheat
Wheat provides a soft character to beer and is
sometimes hazy with a touch of spice. Light and
easy to drink with very little aftertaste.

Try out what style fits
you by visiting Bootleg
Brothers Brewery and
receive a free flight on
us!

